## Job Title:
Marketing Research & Analysis

## Location:
Tokyo

## Travel Required:
Relocation to Tokyo

## Level/Salary Range:
JPY 4-7.99 million / annual

## Position Type:
full-time position

### Applications Accepted By:

**E-mail:**
horibe@careermaker.co.jp

**Attention:** [Recruiting : (Title) Job post for Renewal Japan]

**Mail:**
[Recruiting Contact] Hidetoshi Horibe
[Department, Company Name]CareerMaker Ltd
[P.O. Box] 103-0027
[Address]
Niu Bldg. 2nd Floor, 2-1-17 Nihonbashi Chuo-ku, Tokyo

### Job Description

#### Backgrounds of this recruitment

Renewable Japan is sole developer focused in renewable Energy and operator which holds listed infrastructural funds in Japan. Utilizing advanced financial know-how, along with making power plant a financial product, we carry out the construction to management of the power plant all at once. With Capital and Business alliance with ENEOS, Tokyo Real Estate and Kansai Energy, we are focusing on expanding renewable energy industry. While increasing human resources in the future, We are looking for staff to analyze and create data that will be the basis of the power generation business.

#### Role and Responsibilities

**[Forecasting and Budgeting in renewable energy projects]**

1. Forecasting and budgeting in renewable energy projects (Cash flow /Financial modelling)
2. Analyze and compare various forms of Cash flow /Financial modelling
3. Development and maintenance related to Cash flow /Financial modelling

#### Qualifications and Education Requirements

Bachelor degrees of above, preferable in Faculty of Engineering and related departments

**Preferred Skills**

[Must have] mathematical and statistical skills, interests and passions for renewable Energy industry, Basic computing skills(Microsoft office),

[Welcome with] Graduates from any Engineering backgrounds

#### Selecting process

1st stage : CV Screening
2nd stage : 2-3 interviews (online basis)
### Working hours, Holiday Vacation, Treatment & Benefits

#### Working hours
- Model Working hours: 9:00-18:00, 8 hours/day,
- Salary includes 30 hours of overtime work (JPY 54,000 or above) (TBC)

#### Holiday Vacation
- Annual holiday: more than 125 days (including **Saturday, Sunday, national holidays and annual paid leave**)
- Complete weekly 2 days system (i.e. **Sunday and Saturday off**)
- Annual paid leave: 15-25 days, (Granted from 3 months after joining the company)
- Year-end and new year holidays, (December 28th – January 4th, 2021)

#### Treatment & Benefits
- Fully Equipped with social insurance
- Severance pay system (Defined contribution pension system which company pays)
- Employee sharing system
- Qualification acquisition support system
- Group Life insurance system
- Contract Recreation centre
- Maternity leave system
- Time Saving system for childcare and long-term care
- Non-smoking floor